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FIME Launches Global TSM Test Tool to Support NFC Interoperability 

The tool will enable the NFC ecosystem to assess the conformance 

of TSM to latest specifications 

 

04 April 2014 – Advanced secure chip testing and consultancy provider, FIME, today announced the 

launch of its Global TSM test tool which will enable trusted service manager (TSM) vendors to efficiently 

validate the interoperability of their solution into the near field communications (NFC) ecosystem. It 

will also allow mobile network operators (MNOs) and service providers (SP) to successfully facilitate 

and achieve their NFC rollout. 

 

The tool and its comprehensive test libraries for MNOs TSMs and SP TSMs is now available to purchase 

as an off-the-shelf product. FIME experts can also provide consulting to support stakeholders 

throughout the global deployment. 

 

“Currently all elements within the mobile ecosystem are tested, with the exception of the TSM,” 

comments Stephanie El Rhomri, FIME’s NFC & Payment Vendors Business Line Manager. “The lack of 

validation of TSMs has led to significant fragmentation within the industry and has been one of the 

challenges that has slowed progress to widespread NFC deployment. FIME’s Global TSM tool can be 

easily connected to TSM systems to automatically perform the tests required to identify any 

interoperability issues within the application deployment and lifecycle chain.”  

 

The Global TSM tool has been developed following GlobalPlatform’s Messaging Specification for 

Management of Mobile-NFC Services which outlines the exchange of messages for performing the delivery 

and the post-issuance management of mobile-NFC services.  

 

The tool is also in line with GlobalPlatform’s End-to-End Simplified Service Management Framework, which 

streamlines the service management process to implement a comprehensive end-to-end configuration to 

deploy services faster. The document specifies the workflows between the involved parties to ensure a 

seamless user experience; the overall architecture to provide clarity in the data flow and 

implementation and, the configurations that should be used to ensure interoperability across various 

interfaces and devices. Once the framework’s accompanying test plan has been published, FIME will 

submit its tool to be officially qualified by GlobalPlatform. 
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El Rhomri adds: “FIME understands that the TSM is a key element of the overall ecosystem as it manages 

the application lifecycle as well as helping to connect numerous service providers with network 

operators in an aggregator function. FIME’s Global TSM tool will help strengthen interoperability by 

having a common and agreed testing among the different stakeholders, and because key functionalities 

have already been tested, it will speed up the NFC rollout.” 
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For further media information, please contact Rob Peryer or Leanne Bayston at iseepr: 

rob@iseepr.co.uk / l.bayston@iseepr.co.uk or on + 44 (0) 1943 468007 

 

About FIME  
FIME is a trusted consultant and advanced end-to-end testing services provider within the payment, mobile 
telecom, e-ID and transit sectors. Its work ensures the successful and efficient market integration of products and 
solutions which use secure chips. Its wealth of testing knowledge and skills accelerates product time to market and 
promotes security, interoperability and confidence that products will deliver optimum performance once launched.  
 
FIME has extensive EMV testing expertise working with banks, technology providers and authorities to develop the 
testing frameworks for international and domestic EMV-compliant payment schemes. In more recent years FIME 
has lead testing activity that supports the validation of secure applications to facilitate the deployment of near-field-
communication (NFC) services, and advances within the trusted execution environment (TEE) and trusted service 
manager (TSM) ecosystems.  
 
To ensure global testing expertise is delivered within a regional framework, FIME is expanding its network of ISO 
17025 accredited laboratories and operations. It currently offers a local presence across America (Canada and the 
United States), Asia (India, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan), Europe (France), and the Middle East (Dubai).  
  
FIME partners with leading payment schemes and industry bodies to provide certifications and enhance the secure-
chip ecosystem: American Express, Calypso Networks Association, Discover, eftpos, EMVCo, EMV Migration 
Forum, First Data, Global Certification Forum (GCF), GlobalPlatform, GSMA, Interac, Isis, JCB, MasterCard, 
Network for Electronic Transfers (NETS), NFC Forum, National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI), National 
Standard for Chip Card Specification (NSICC), OSCar Consortium and Visa. 
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